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the magazine for art & framing professionals

MAL'S MASTERCLASS

Framing a football shirt
CLOCKING UP SALES

A creative marketing success story

Edward Waite
Dazzling art inspired by the bright lights of the big city
brought to you by
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Time to

Spring

Confetti Fillets

into Action

Pictue: Valley of the Dolls by Doreen Bothwell

Be bold and brave with your colour choices this summer, and
make your framing projects shine even if the sun chooses not to.

Time to turn up the heat
With the winter blues lingering for longer than
anyone bargained for at the beginning of the year,
the welcome appearance of warmer weather means
it’s time to turn up the heat on your business and
work towards a sizzling summer of success.
In this issue of 4Walls we’ll give you the tools to do
just that – offering practical advice for fine-tuning your
business and making the most of the skills already at
your fingertips.
We’ll be talking to industry insiders who share their
experiences to help guide you through the benefits
of having an online presence and the importance
of networking in the local community.
If you’re looking for a creative approach to framing in
the third dimension, our exploration into the versatility
of the simple box frame might help.
4Walls by Arqadia

Or check out our new-style pull-out section in which
master framer Mal Reynolds offers his step-by-step
guide to crafting a fabulously framed football shirt.
As ever, our Ask the Experts panel has also been on
hand giving useful tips and advice to answer your latest
questions, and we’ve been talking to the art world’s
rising star – meet Buckinghamshire Fine Arts’ very own
Edward Waite.
Whatever it takes to brighten your business this
summer, we’re confident you’ll find something here
that will inspire you. We really hope you enjoy your
read – and do let us know what you think.

Larson Juhl’s new range of Confetti Fillets has been launched to
complement its popular ranges of Confetti and Confetti II mouldings – a
comprehensive collection of strikingly colourful profiles which cover the
entire spectrum of hues.
Available in 21 different shades, Confetti Fillets will allow you to experiment
with contrasting designs and intriguing colour stories to create eyepopping masterpieces with a real contemporary flair.
Manufactured on finger-joined Pine, Confetti Fillets feature a simple
rounded-edge profile shape that will work well with most moulding and
mountboard ranges, offering you a versatile tool for achieving something
that little bit unique.
Here are some hints and tips on how you can make it work for your customers.
• Use the fillets to pick-out colour trends in a piece of artwork to draw the
eye in, and create aesthetic harmony between the art, and the décor
of the room in which it is being hung

Pauline
Pauline Hutchinson. Editor

• Create monochromatic frame combinations with stark black and
white layering for an edgier feel

@4WallsbyArqadia

• Strong primary colours will make the perfect match for kids’ art
projects, and give any nursery or bedroom a real focal point

INSIDE this issue:

Mal’s
Masterclass

• If you are involved in framing sports memorabilia, think about
matching the fillets and mouldings to the colours of a particular
team’s kit.

Mal takes you through the
finer parts of framing a
football shirt.
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Clocking up
Sales

Confetti Fillets are
available to order from
Arqadia and are priced
from £1.39.

Creative marketing
inspiration to help maximise
business success.

14

For more information
or samples of this
new collection, please
contact Arqadia’s
customer services team
on +44 (0)1234 852777.

Weddings

A traveller's tale

Making the most
of the wedding season.

Discover Edward Waite's dazzling works, inspired
by his love of travel and the big cities.
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framing news
The Netherlands
get a Tru Vue of
important artwork

Picture what
makes Britain
great

Art enthusiasts can now view
masterpieces from Rembrandt van Rijn
to Piet Mondriaan in their full glory
thanks to the use of innovative, high
quality, anti-reflective glazing used
in the framing of a hundred classic
pieces of artwork at the Rijksmuseum
in Amsterdam.

Professional and amateur
photographers have been invited
to submit their interpretations on
the theme ‘what makes Britain
great?’ to Arqadia’s 2013
Photography Competition.

The art collection, which was placed on
display in April following completion of
the museum’s 10-year regeneration
programme, has been framed with Tru
Vue® Optium® Acrylic Glazing provided
by Larson Juhl in the Netherlands.
The conservation-grade glazing ensures
both the best optical presentation of art
and guarantees the highest amount of
protection for the valuable pieces. It was
specified by the museum because of its
extraordinary clarity, protective properties,
and for its anti-static coating which ensures
it is safe for use alongside friable media,
such as charcoal, red chalk and pastel.
The Rijksmuseum’s head of paper
conservation, Idelette Van Leeuwen,
commented: “This way of exhibiting
works of art on paper is as close as we
can get to actually putting the works in
the hands of the public. The anti-reflective
coating of Optium reduces distracting
reflections, so that it almost seems as if
there is nothing between the artwork and
the viewer. It enables study of the art
from a very short distance without
endangering it. This allows for a close,
almost intimate, experience of the art.”

Football legends club
together for charity

Animal instinct
raises rhino funds
Acclaimed location photographer,
Ian Aitken, has teamed up with
Ol Pejeta, a Kenyan-based, nonprofit wildlife conservancy, to
create a unique set of limited
edition prints featuring the last
four breeding Northern White
Rhino left in the world.
Produced specially to raise funds for
the protection of the rhino and its
habitat, Ian shot the collection of just
16 prints – four of each rhino – whilst
on an Ol Pejeta-commissioned
expedition to photograph areas of the
Kenyan national park and surrounding
areas in January 2012.
The prints have been individually
handcrafted, fusing cutting-edge digital
and traditional platinum printing
techniques, which use hand-mixed
emulsions manually brushed onto
Platine paper created at the Moulin
d’Arches mill in Vosges, France.

Each finished print is being sold in a
bespoke, English brown oak frame,
inlaid with FSC mpingo, hand-carved
with the name of each rhino. Optium®
Museum Acrylic glazing, donated by
Arqadia, has also been used for a
superior archival finish.
With one print already having been
sold to an Australian purchaser,
the remainder of the series, which
is accredited by Fauna & Flora
International (FFI) – the world’s longestestablished, international conservation
organisation – is currently being sold
through www.aitkenprints.co.uk.

Did you know..?
White rhinos can weigh over 3,500kg
and they are generally considered
the second largest land mammal
(after the elephant).

Football’s finest turned out in force in February to support the Willow
Foundation – a charity dedicated to improving the quality of life of
seriously ill young adults aged 16 to 40.
Players, including Ian Wright, Tony Adams, Sir Trevor Brooking, Jimmy Greaves and
Rodney Marsh, attended the star-studded ‘Football Legends Dinner & Awards’,
which raised an incredible £130,000 for the charity.
The event’s charitable auction and raffle offered guests a chance to bid on a host of
sporting memorabilia. A collection of signed football shirts and team sweatshirts
donated by several well-known players and framed using products provided by
Arqadia, proved particularly popular.
The Willow Foundation was founded by Bob and Megs Wilson in memory of their
daughter Anna, who died of cancer aged 31. It is committed to making a difference
to the lives of young people when they and their families most need to escape the
day-to-day realities of life-threatening or long-term illness. For further information,
visit www.willowfoundation.org.uk

By Royal Appointment
Four Royal portraits that hang in The Great Hall at the Royal Hospital Chelsea
(RHC) have been restored and photographed by the team at Tina Hadley
Photography in Buckinghamshire.
The individual, signed portraits of King
George, Queen Elizabeth, The Queen
Mother and The Duke of Edinburgh,
which are all over 50 years old, had
become significantly degraded over time
and required extensive expert rebuilding
and printing prior to their relocation to
the RHS Chelsea Flower Show for display
during the RHC’s Founders Day.
Previously framed in plain oak with
standard glass, the 100 x 75cm prints
have been re-hung by Tina Hadley using

Canaletto mouldings and mountboards
by Arqadia along with Tru Vue® Optium®
Acrylic Glazing, to offer long-term
anti-reflective conservation-grade UV
protection. All products were provided
free of charge.
Following their time at RHS Chelsea
Flower Show, during which they were
reviewed by HRH The Duchess of
Cornwall, the portraits were returned to
the RHC, home of the Chelsea Pensioners.

Judged by a team of industry
experts, the winning images will
be used by Arqadia’s sales team for
in-store promotional activity and
advertising campaigns throughout
2014, as well as being professionally
framed and exhibited at the
FATG awards event in May 2014.
Finalists will also be on display at
Birmingham’s Focus on Imaging
exhibition and on the Arqadia stand
at Photokina in Cologne 2014. The
overall winner will receive £250
worth of Arqadia products.
All entries must be submitted
digitally at least 6 megapixels
in size and in jpeg format. Entry
is limited to one per person.
All submissions should be sent
to arqadia-art@htpr.com.
The deadline for submission is
the end of November 2013, and
winners to be announced in
January 2014.
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artist profile

A traveller’s tale

A small town boy with big dreams, Edward Waite didn’t need the
bright lights of the city to feel inspired. But the more he saw, the
more his imagination blossomed – and the more his artistic
reputation has grown. Find out how globetrotting has inspired
and influenced the work of one of the UK’s rising stars. He soon
found his artistic talents were the ideal outlet for sharing his
experiences with the wider world.

Did you know..?

24-year-old Edward Waite, is real
home-grown talent. As Buckingham
Fine Art’s latest signing, his ability to
create mixed-media artwork that is
as emotive as it is realistic, is fuelling
his emergence as one of the UK’s
brightest new artists.
Having grown up in the Lincolnshire seaside town of
Skegness, Edward’s aptitude for art was recognised
at a young age.
“As a small boy I always drew little sketches of cartoon
characters and buildings,” he explains. “My work soon
got me noticed at school. And, as my talent seemed to
grow, so did my passion. Before long, I found myself
spending most of my time in the art room.”
It was during these early years that a theme began to
emerge throughout Edward’s compositions, and it is
a theme which still continues to this day.
“I enjoyed life on the beach as a youngster, working
as a pool and beach lifeguard selling donuts and
having fun. As a sixth-former at that time, all the

paintings I was creating seemed to involve surfing
silhouettes and waves, using the concept of my
surroundings as inspiration. This is how I still work.
Wherever I have visited, whatever I have seen, it is
that experience that I aim to convey through my
work. It all stems from a very real place.”
After completing a Fine Art Degree at Lincoln
University – during which he studied Pollock’s
process of capturing physicality, Keifer’s surface
marks and layering, and Kline’s gestural composition
– Edward’s style began to change. He started to work
more readily on large canvas pieces, channelling
both his surroundings and his studies.
“I painted Lincoln Cathedral, the Castle and the
Tudor buildings I saw every day,” he adds. “I began to
paint in a dark, deep kind of gothic style which suited
the buildings and their environments. The noise of
the city also made me think about movement and my
pictures soon began to take on a depth and texture
that remain strong in all my work.”
The draw of the urban landscape also led Edward to
consider travelling further afield. After university, he
took two years out to explore the world – and he took
a drastic artistic decision. Starting off in London,

before moving on to New York, South America, Australia,
Bali, Paris and the South of France, Edward gave up painting
entirely. Instead, he concentrated on sketching, filling many
pads full of notes, drawings and ideas.
“It might have seemed a little rash at the time, as I had
received some commercial interest in my work, but after
such an intense time at university, I needed to step back and
experience something completely new,” he muses. “My sketch
books were my constant companions throughout my travels,
and I spent a lot of my time capturing every sight, sound and
feeling in them. It is the contents of those pads that enabled
me to create my first two collections for Buckingham Fine Art
– London and New York. It is those very same pads which will
continue to influence me as I work to establish myself further
as a professional artist.”
Edward approached Ray Loud and Neil Eggleton from
Buckingham Fine Art with a portfolio of paintings inspired by
his travels upon his return to the UK. He was soon on their
books, showcasing his work at two small galleries. At the time,
he was busy painting and working alongside his parents in
their picture-framing business in Lincoln.
“I learned from my parents the importance of presenting my
work effectively and choosing the right frame for an image.
Growing up in the business, I saw, every day, that a good

Leonardo da Vinci was one of
the first artists in Italy to use oil
paints instead of egg tempera,
enjoying the freedom it gave
him to rework a painting. He
even concocted his own recipe
for oil paints.

picture could look amazing if framed in the right way,”
he adds. “I even learned to frame and enjoyed experimenting
with coloured mounts and frames on my smaller sketches.
“I believe the time I spent in the framing business has really
enhanced my ability to choose the right frames for my work.
Now, with the help of the team at Buckingham Fine Art,
I believe we’ve struck just the right balance, giving my canvas
images depth and solidity whilst keeping clean, sharp lines.
“I use a lot of oils and acrylics in my work, complemented by
striking black gloss to add definition and to create an energetic,
contemporary twist. It’s almost a 3D effect which looks great
when coupled with black gloss frames that accentuate the vivid
colours, while also mirroring the strength of the black detailing.
“My partnership with Buckingham Fine Art has given me the
confidence and direction to think big and start planning ahead
with my art. I may even be able to break into America with my
personal take on the urban New York skyline. With their support
I’ve been able to concentrate wholly on my painting, and I am
finding the time to start bringing to life the experiences I had
while travelling. It’s already been a real voyage of discovery for
me so far – but I’m only at the start of my artistic journey and I’m
excited to see where it will lead me next.”
www.bucksfineart.co.uk
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Boxing

Mal’s Masterclass
Framing a Football Shirt By Mal Reynolds

clever

Sports memorabilia is a growing market for UK framers, offering
broad appeal for customers wanting to display everything from a
prized London 2012 Olympic programme to a child’s first school
sports day medal.

The simple box frame is one of the
most versatile offerings in a framer’s
arsenal, moving artwork from two
into three dimensions and enabling
the creative and eye-catching display
of an infinite number of artefacts.
Here box-framing specialist Robert
Mee offers advice on how to find the
brilliance in box-framing.
“Pretty much anything can be framed if you put
your mind to it, and box frames, used well, offer that
flexibility,” muses Robert, a painter and former car
salesman who launched Byfield Framing, a gallery and
workshop based at The Nook in Cropredy, Oxfordshire,
two years ago.
“As a framer, you can get a lot of random requests.
I’ve never been one to turn down a challenge, so whatever
it is, I’m sure a box-framing style can be created to suit.
There are however, the right ways and the wrong ways to
go about these things if you want to achieve a quality end
product. But with a little consideration and creativity, you
might be surprised by the results you can achieve.”

A Valuable Lesson

When embarking on his new business venture, Robert
trained under Peter Stanlick at Framers Equipment, and
undertook a specialist box-framing course.
“I’m a big believer in doing things right, so training is
important to me,” he says. “Learning about box-framing
alongside other professionals will give you a better
understanding of how to get the best out of the technique
– from the tools you will need to the products you
should use. For example, to achieve a quality finish,
you should only ever use reflection-free art glass as
it allows the viewer to get as close to the object being
framed as possible.
“Never be afraid of asking for advice whatever level
you are, particularly if you are aware that there is one
technique or element that you want to get better at or
specialise in. Once you get the basics spot on, you can
then start getting creative.”

But the huge variety of sporting items of different shapes and sizes presents
framers with a number of technical challenges. Here Mal Reynolds, (GCF Adv)
of Harlequin Frames, takes you, step-by-step, through framing a Bobby Moore
football shirt and offers you his expert advice to ensure you’ll be onto a winner
with your next framing project.

Practice Makes Perfect

Since his training, Robert has had plenty of opportunity
to perfect his skills by creating individual box frames to
display the bespoke handmade dolls his wife, Carolyn,
makes to order. “Carolyn’s many commissions have
been ideal to help me hone my skills,” says Robert.
“They have allowed me to perfect the art of reversible,
invisible mounting by using tools such as a microstitch
gun, whilst also enabling me to experiment with different
rebates and textured boards in order to create depth in a
display. Different objects suit different box frame styles,
and a variety of techniques can be employed to achieve
these looks.”

Get Creative

Once you are happy with the box-framing processes
and have developed a keen eye for what works and what
doesn’t, it’s time to start experimenting.
Recent 3D projects undertaken by Robert have included
such weird and wonderful items as a dragonfly, which
he mounted in an entirely white box frame with white
mountboard and matching spacers to contrast with
and highlight the beautifully coloured, fragile creature.
In a separate commission, a coin was mounted against
mirrors to showcase how you can enjoy an object from
every angle while still protecting it through framing.
“I enjoy the challenges that 3D box-framing can offer, and
I would urge other people to think more innovatively
when approaching a project themselves,” concludes
Robert. “I experiment constantly, as not only does it allow
me to test myself, it also helps inspire creativity in my
customers. By displaying these creations in my store and
through my Facebook page, people may then go on to
commission something a little different themselves,
or even frame something that they hadn’t thought could
be hung on a wall. Art, after all, should be inspirational,
so I think it is important that framing fulfils this too.”

To find out more, please turn over
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Mal’s MasterClass: Framing a Football Shirt

Before you start...

Inspect the condition of the garment/item thoroughly with the customer
present and make a careful note of any damage. If it is a valuable item,
ask them to sign written inspection notes.

Is the item signed? If so, this is usually done in felt tip. Therefore,
recommend the item is framed using conservation glass with UV
filter to prevent deterioration and the signature from fading.

Sports clothing can often be dirty or creased. The customer should be
responsible for cleaning or ironing the garment.

Discuss which mountboard and moulding complement the item,
remembering some sport clothing can be in bright colours. The
framing products should be in concert with the colours of the item
itself. It’s important to choose a moulding with sufficient rebate
depth to house the finished article.

Agree how the customer would like the item to be presented. With a
football shirt, some may prefer the front with club badges showing,
while others will want the player’s name and number on display.

Mal Reynolds, (GCF Adv) of Harlequin Frames.
Mal is one of a few UK framers to have two or
more FATG Advance accreditations obtaining
the textile qualification in 2006 and the
conservation accreditation in 2010.
A committed member of the FATG Mal is the
Chairman of the Guild’s Framers Committee.

Your step-by-step framing guide

1

Lay the shirt out. Cut a
foamboard insert to
support the shirt, using the
garment as a template.
It should be of a size to create
a bit of tension in the fabric
without over-stretching it.

4

Stick a piece of
mountboard onto the
foamboard to cover any parts
in view, eg in neckline.

7

Cut an aperture in the
mountboard for the photos
using a Valiani CMC.

22

10

Cut the glass to size and
position along with the
window mount and spacers
in the frame.

Position all support
threads on the rear of
the garment.

Cut the foamboard with a
sharp Stanley knife and test,
avoid rough edges which
would snag the fabric.

14

Tie knots by hand on
the rear.

5

17

Set up the underpinner
to join the frame.

11

Place the shirt onto a
suedette backing board
and mark the position of
threads.

Position the cuff and sleeve
and pin in place.

23
20

Join the corners of
the frame.

2

Using a steel ruler, measure
the foamboard to fit snugly
inside the shoulders.

15

Trim the ends and tape
over using cotton
museum tape.

8

Using a curved needle and
cotton thread, attach the
shirt to the support board
under the mount.

12

Use a small electric hand
drill (2-3mm head) to
create holes for the threads
through to the back.

18

Position pins and
wedges.

6
3

24

The finished job

This project used a double
mount. Cut mountboard to
size then use Valiani CMC for
detailed cutting – in this case
spelling out the player’s name.

Use stainless steel pins
with small heads to fix
the shirt firmly onto the
foamboard insert. Use a
thimble to push the pins into
the edge of the foamboard so
they are obscured from view.

Position the mounted
shirt on spacers along
with the back board; secure
using framers points and seal
with brown framing tape.

21
13

Using a tapestry
needle, push the threads
through to the back.

9

Stitch into the foamboard
support, but not out of the
top of the shirt to avoid
revealing the thread.

16

Set Morso to cut the
frame moulding to make
the frame. (N.B. protective
fence removed for photos)

19

Use PVA glue to secure
the frame.

Underpin carefully,
stacking pins at a slight
angle for a secure joint. Be
careful when stacking wedges
to ensure they do not break
through the back of the
moulding.
Effect of stacking the pins
too close to the back edge
and pins breaking through
finished surface.

Materials used:
Suedette mountboard
8520 French Blue
8531 Crimson
Foamboard
999 000 621 3.5mm
Moulding
311 493 167
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Good
Luck Sue!
Former 4Walls coverstar, Sue McDonagh
has been shortlisted
from over 2000
entrants for the first
heat of the Sky Arts
National Portrait Artist
of the Year award.

Masterclass:

next issue

Using canvas artwork in interior design is a popular
way of affordably furnishing the walls of a home, office
or retail outlet. Whether a pre-printed painting, or a
favourite family photograph, a piece of canvas artwork
can provide an effective way of covering large spaces on
blank walls, however, it is not always the most inspiring
or inventive.
In Issue 10, Mal will take you through the step-by-step
process of how to fix a 'Floater' frame to canvas artwork in
order to add that little extra pizzazz. With his handy hints
and advice, you will be able to help your customers make
the most out of their canvas art with a professional and
decorative framing solution.

The prestigious
competition, which sees
artists compete for a
£10,000 commission to
paint a portrait of author
Hilary Mantel for display
in the British Library,
will now pitch Sue and
20 other artists against
each other for a time
trial challenge in front of
television cameras and a
live studio audience.
Competitors will have
4 hours to paint an
unknown sitter, with only
one going through to the
next round.

Check out Issue
10 for news about
how Sue gets on.

Knowing me, knowing you
Engaging with your customers is the key to securing repeat business. In the
art world, however, relationships are often built on more than simply being
able to ‘talk the talk’. A shared creative spirit is often the basis on which close
working partnerships are formed.
So, how can you transform yourself
from being a simple acquaintance
into a trusted collaborator? Here,
Tim Benians from Uckfield
Framing Company, shares his
experience of going that extra mile
to make sure his local art
community continues coming
back for more.
Tim Benians’ artistic flair was
rekindled 10 years ago while working
as a commercial restaurant designer.
He found himself musing over the
framing of dozens of posters and
themed memorabilia, and decided
the only way to ensure the job was
done to his meticulous standards
was to do it himself.
“As an artist myself, I had become
interested in framing as it allowed
me to complete a project fully to
my satisfaction and save myself
a little money in the process,”
he explains. “Working as a designer,
I’d commissioned thousands of
pictures to be framed before it struck
me that, if I did it myself, I would have
creative control.”
“I like the creativity that can go into
framing a painting. I understand how
a fellow artist would want their work
displayed. Care, precision and
stand-out quality finish are all hugely
important. Get that right and word will

spread about your craftsmanship. I had
a few artist friends who let me frame
their work in the early days and,
because they were happy, others came.”
Artists are hugely inventive individuals.
As a framer, displaying similar qualities
will be hugely appealing. Once an
artist is through the door, it’s your duty
to work with them to ensure their work
looks the best it can be. Developing
that level of empathy and creative
understanding will help establish trust.
“Without trust, any advice you offer
will fall on deaf ears,” adds Tim.
“Working within your local
community to help promote art as
a whole, and not just your business,
will help build that trust and cement
strong working relationships.

When I first started the business, the
art community in Uckfield was much
less recognised, but I really believed it
could be something special. Eight
years ago I helped set up the Uckfield
Art Trail, which celebrates artists and
craftspeople through exhibitions
across the town. Being involved in this
annual event ever since has not only
strengthened my relationships with
my customers, but has also helped the
whole community blossom – and that
has resulted in more commissions.
“While running an event on the scale
of the Art Trail is not possible for
everyone, you will find that investing in
your art community as a whole will pay
long-term dividends for your business.”

The Uckfield Art Trail is 19-20th July
and further details can be found
www.uckfieldtrail.co.uk

Tim’s Top Tips for Artist Engagement
• Exceed your customers’ expectations.
• Avoid special offers – they cheapen your brand. People don’t mind
paying for real quality but they do expect value for money.
• Use your customers as your ambassadors. If they like you, ask them
to spread the word.
• Make your customers feel special – invest time in working with them to
create innovative framing ideas that reflect the importance of their work.
www.uckfieldframing.co.uk
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Clocking up
Having a business located in a remote
rural location and selling very niche
products didn’t phase Stuart InnesDavies, who runs Time Craft Sales with
his wife Louise, from an acre of land in
the heart of the North Wales Moor. Find
out how they’ve evolved their business
to overcome these challenges, and how
creativity in marketing can be more
important than big budgets to help
your business succeed.

Sales

Stuart Innes-Davies’ business is a labour of love.
He creates horological collages, individually
hand-made, framed artworks made from watch
and clock parts. He and his wife set up shop in
their native North Wales, having bought the
business following the previous owner’s death.
Although he has realistic expectations of its
future growth and potential market size, that
doesn’t mean he is resting on his laurels when
driving the business forward.
“We have this beautifully crafted product that very much has its
place in the market – we just had to establish what that market
actually was and what it could be in the future,” explains Stuart.
“These pieces won’t be to everyone’s taste, nor will they sit well
in every environment; but the traditional look coupled with the
unique designs can prove to be particularly appealing in more
classical surroundings.
“For this reason, we set up partnerships with a number of hotels
throughout Wales who could showcase the clocks in a fitting
environment, and would display them in their very best light.
Not having a store ourselves, this method gave us the ‘shop
window’ we needed to reach our potential customers. We sell
clocks frequently through these outlets, and have to replenish
stock every week.”

Partnering with other businesses is a
good example of best practice if location
is an issue, or for framers who need
to overcome a lack of store front. It is
important to remember that selecting
the right kind of partner is paramount.
Time Craft Sales found an excellent
niche with smaller bespoke hotels,
who understand and like their products.

develop that kind of relationship further
we need to keep at the top of our game.”

“We thought about who would be the
best partners for our business to offer us
a showcase to reach the right customers,
and we worked hard to establish
relationships with them – it’s a formula
that works,” adds Stuart. “But, to grow
our business, we need to continue to find
more outlets for our displays. We still want
to get into some of the more established
chains of hotels.

“Through many of our smaller hotel
partners, we can only display up to 10
clocks at a time,” says Stuart. “We are
often asked for brochures by prospective
customers, but printed catalogues are just
so expensive and can become outdated
so quickly. By having the website, every
design we make is there for all to see,
along with complete pricing guidelines.
Plus, because we are dedicated to
evolving, every time we create a new
design, it can be uploaded immediately.”

“We were delighted to break into the
National Trust recently, with Bodnant
Gardens in Conway accepting a major
display of our whole range. National Trust
shops are known for selling the very best
in locally sourced produce, and we believe
our brands are very much in line with
each other. Of course, we are still quite a
small business, so I recognise that for us to

It is for this reason that Time Craft
Sales recently launched a website. With
consumers increasingly searching for
product information and shopping online,
Stuart and Louise set up a virtual brochure
so that they could showcase their entire
product range with minimal cost.

Driving customers to a brochure website
can encourage multiple sales, or even
result in up-selling. Recent research by
Ofcom revealed that UK consumers spent
over £1,000 per head via online shopping
in 2011. But even without an e-commerce
facility, the ability to research products,

compare prices and search through
design options from the convenience of
a desktop PC or a mobile device, is now
the way many consumers will choose to
do their shopping. A website also negates
the location issue for Time Craft Sales,
turning a local business into a national –
or even international – one.
“We have high hopes for the website,”
concludes Stuart. “By coupling our
partnerships with the online brochure
we have established an easy-to-manage
marketing programme that allows Louise
and me more time to concentrate on
doing what we love – making the artwork.
“Word of mouth is, of course, still very
important, but by getting our business
seen in as many places as possible and
by the right people, we are helping the
process along. That way it won’t matter
where we are based, as the quality of our
products will speak for themselves.”
Time Craft Sales offers solid-etched brass
collages, mounted onto flocked board,
and fitted with genuine Swiss mechanical
watch parts, all framed using Arqadia
mouldings. See www.timecraftsales.co.uk
for details.
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Making the most of

Weddings

May to September is commonly thought of as the ‘wedding season’,
when couples across the country tie the knot. With a host of marriage
momentos full of sentimental value, framers are the ideal match to help
newly-weds present treasured photos and preserve life-long memories
of their perfect day. Here’s how to make sure your business is equipped
to deal with, and make the most of, the forthcoming season of romance.
Be seen

The big day

Frame keepsakes:

Attend wedding fairs in
your local area; they’re
great places to showcase
what you can do. Present
novel or creative ideas
which customers may not
have on their list.

It’s not just wedding
photos which need
framing. Often brides will
require small frames for
table numbers or menus,
and larger ones for the
seating plan on the day
itself. Another idea which
is becoming more popular
is a guest book frame –
instead of a traditional
guest book, a small
portrait of the happy
couple is mounted with a
large border. Guests sign
the area around the photo
and it is then framed as a
keepsake of the day. Be
sure to display these items
to capture the imagination
of your customers.

Framing images of the
big day is your forte –
but what about some
creativity with other
keepsakes? Use box
frames to display
preserved flowers from
the bride’s bouquet.
How about a beautiful
display of the veil? The list
of wedding keepsakes
is long and includes
invitations, Order of
Service cards and even
pieces of confetti – use
your imagination to create
something special and
unique to tempt customers.

Partnering
Strike a deal with a local
photographer to offer
framing in their wedding
packages. Alternatively,
local venues will often
have displays showing
weddings taking place
on their premises. Offer
framing solutions and
creative ideas for their
displays in return for
being named as a
recommended supplier.

Show off
A display of your work in
the window of your local
bridal shop could be
reciprocated with a
display of a gown in
yours. A wedding dress
would be a fantastic
seasonal centre-piece
drawing attention to
the work you can do in
your store.

Precious memories
Be known for your
expertise in preservation.
Stock pHoton storage
boxes, folders and acidfree tissue paper from
Conservation By Design’s
Timecare range to keep
wedding photos safe. And
for the dress? Recommend
brides use a Premier
Archival Textile Storage
box, which is manufactured
without metal parts that
can snag on textiles. Protect
the garment with OK tissue
– a high-strength, longfibred tissue paper made
from acid and lignin-free
wood pulp.

Loved-up
Frame-up small prints,
heart-shaped stones,
Chinese proverbs about
love and partnership,
poetic quotes – anything
with a romantic theme –
and position them as
wedding gifts.

Did you know..?
Queen Victoria started
the Western world’s white
wedding dress trend in
1840 – before then,
brides simply wore
their best dress.
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Your questions answered

Ask the Experts

Q

I have owned my store for nearly
20 years and unfortunately, in all
that time, I have not been able to update
it as much as I would have liked.
Subsequently, it is beginning to look
really tired and shabby round the edges.
Because of the way business is at
present, I really don’t have much to
spend on completely renovating my
premises, so I wondered if you had any
cost-effective tips for reviving the look
of the shop and giving it a fresh feel,
which will encourage new custom?

A

Dates for

your diary
The V&A Museum, London
23 March – 11 August 2013
David Bowie is.

Tate Liverpool
8 June 2013 – 6 October 2013
Chagall: Modern Master

The V&A has been given unprecedented
access to the David Bowie Archive to curate
the first international retrospective of the
extraordinary career of David Bowie. The
exhibition features more than 300 artefacts
including handwritten lyrics, original
costumes, photography, film, music videos,
set designs and Bowie’s own instruments.

Bringing together more than 60 paintings
and a selection of works on paper from
across the world, Chagall: Modern Master
takes a fresh look at this compelling artist
who created some of the most poetic and
enduring images of the twentieth century.
This exhibition will be the first major
presentation of the Russian painter’s work
in the UK for more than fifteen years.

The first step is a good, oldfashioned clutter-bust. Look at the
shop through the eyes of a customer. It
should be neat, clean and well organized.
Walk the store and get rid of any tired/
old stock, and have a thorough clean.

The Lowry, Manchester
18 May 2013 – 15 September 2013
My Generation: The Glory Years of
British Rock

In terms of visual merchandising there are
a million and one ways in which you can
transform your product presentation with
little or no cost. Stand at the entrance of
the shop and scan from left to right to
see what is in your field of vision. Are
there any blank or tatty walls? Are your
focal point displays visually strong enough?
Use your artistic eye to refresh your store
interior with a coat of paint and creative
product displays.

As Top of the Pop’s resident photographer
from 1964-1973, Harry Goodwin
documented some of the most important
musical stars and performances of this
crucial time in rock history. This exhibition
includes 60 framed photographs and a
film presentation of 140 of Goodwin’s most
striking and memorable images, including
Bob Dylan, Jimi Hendrix and The Supremes.
The exhibition captures the mood and style
of the 60's and 70's and the impact of its
musical stars.

Lastly, while you haven’t the money
now, take time to think about your future.
Successful brands know that they must
make time to innovate or they risk being
left behind. Consider how your shop
would look if you did have the money.
Put together a ‘Vision Board’ of images
that inspire you. Highlight things that
you would like to tackle, such as your
external signage, fixtures/fittings and
floor coverings. Create a compelling
vision that invigorates you. Even if it can’t
happen today, by doing this you will
solidify your objectives and be able to
prioritise effectively.
Eve Reid
Metamorphosis

Q

A customer brought back a
couple of leather, hessian-like
cloth items from Kenya, and
I wondered if you could advise
me how best to handle them?
The pictures have been made by
sticking thin bark-like material to
cloth. They are not at all flat or
square. I have already suggested that
stretching them would not be an
option, so how would you propose
I flatten them and what would you
suggest I attach them to?

A

The lack of smoothness is a result
of the different materials causing
different tensions in the substrate;
hence it is doubtful that the artwork
would become flat. However, you
could make an attempt to reduce
the distortion by placing the items
between two pieces of glass with
a weight placed on the top.
Where the artwork is out of square,
remember that lacing is only a method
of support, not stretching, so you can
use as much tension as you like.
Alternatively, you could employ simple
‘T Hinges’ using linen tape with a

water-activated adhesive, then clip
mount the item in a standard
overthrow/inset mount depending
on the thickness of the material.
The mount itself may have to be
rather deep because of the distortion
of the artwork and the bark-like
surface decorations. It is essential that
the work does not touch the glass for
many reasons: firstly, the quality of the
materials used to make the artwork;
secondly, to ensure that the relative
humidity is reasonably equal across
the artwork and, finally, to prevent any
condensation forming on the inside of
the glass, as this would result in a
whole host of other problems.

Mal Reynolds
Harlequin Framing

Nottingham Contemporary
20 July 2013 – 22 September 2013
Aquatopia: Imaginary of the Deep
Aquatopia is a major exhibition exploring
the imagery of the ocean deep, which
features several dozen artists from JMW
Turner to recent Turner Prize nominees
Spartacus Chetwynd and The Otolith
Group. Fascinating marine objects will also
appear amongst the artworks including
scrimshaw, glass botanical models and
ancient maps.

The New Art Gallery, Walsall
April 2013 – October 2013
Artist Rooms: Damien Hirst
If you didn’t catch Hirst’s 2012 London
retrospective, this is your chance to see
his key works alongside the collection of
Sir Jacob Epstein, whose focus on birth
and fertility is a fitting counter to Hirst’s
preoccupation with mortality.

Temple Newsam House, Leeds
12 February 2013 – 10 November
2013
This new exhibition looks at life and
landscape works by the Leeds artist Julius
Caesar Ibbetson (1759-1817). Today
Ibbetson is little celebrated but he was
one of Leeds’ most significant eighteenth
century artists, who became well known
for his pictures of rustic scenes, cattle and
rural scenery.

The National Gallery, London
23 May 2013 – 24 November 2013
Michael Landy: Saints Alive
Saints are more often associated
with traditional sacred art than with
contemporary work, but Michael Landy,
current Rootstein Hopkins Associate
Artist-in-residence at the National Gallery,
has been inspired to revisit the subject
for this exhibition. Landy’s large-scale
sculptures consist of fragments of National
Gallery paintings cast in three dimensions
and assembled with one of his artistic
hallmarks – refuse and items scoured
from car boot sales and flea markets.
Visitors can crank the works into life
with a foot pedal mechanism.

Gordale Garden Centre
The National Exhibition of Wildlife
Art (NEWA)
19th July – 4th August 2013
Art collectors and animal enthusiasts will
be heading to the Wirral in force this
summer for an annual display of
outstanding wildlife art from both
professional and amateur artists.
The event will include 30 of the world’s
most talented wildlife artists who have
been specially commissioned to produce a
series of paintings which will be auctioned
during a charity sale on the exhibition’s
preview evening on July 18th 2013.

Arqadia, Bedford
1 August 2013, 6-9pm
FATG Making Pictures
We are delighted to be playing host to the
Fine Art Trade Guild’s Making Pictures
event on 1st August 2013. Between 6pm
to 9pm, artists, framers and the wider
art community are invited to a series
of presentations and exhibits aimed at
offering framing advice and showcasing
business, along with the very latest products
and equipment on the market. Included
in the evening’s programme will be
demonstrations from master framer
Jan Stanlick and framing software provider
(Mark Wilson) Framiac, with tutorials from
Peter Stanlick of Framers’ Equipment. Ray
Loud from Buckingham Fine Art will also
be present along with the publisher’s latest
artist discovery, Edward Waite, Eve Parkin
from Haslimann Taylor PR will be on
hand to discuss how to boost your business
through public relations, and Chris French
from Conservation By Design will offer
advice regarding photographic storage.
Andy Cole, Arqadia’s IT Manager will
also be available to offer help and advice
on our website and on-line ordering.
Visitors will also have the chance to visit
our own extensive showrooms to view our
full range of mouldings, mountboards
and framing sundries. Refeshments will
be provided.

The glass you choose reflects on you.
Introducing Clarity by Larson Juhl.
A non-glare picture glass that reduces reflections to
less than 1% meaning artwork is viewed as intended,
true in colour and minus distortions.

999001050/06113

To find out more, visit www.arqadia.co.uk/clarity

Arqadia Ltd, 2 Wolseley Road, Kempston,
Bedford UK MK42 7AD
Tel: 01234 857488
Fax: 01234 840190

Sales order and enquiry:
01234 852777
E-mail: sales@arqadia.co.uk

International sales:
0044 1234 846307
E-mail: export@arqadia.co.uk
www.arqadia.co.uk

